A 3D study of intra and extracellular structures of liver in beta-thalassemia intermedia: an OsO4 maceration analysis.
A scanning electron microscopy study of liver changes has been carried out in three patients affected by beta-thalassemia intermedia (BTI). Applying a new osmium maceration method, recently developed in our laboratory, we had the opportunity to obtain, at SEM, tridimensional images of intra and extracellular structures. Other than the previously reported lesions in BTI, we observed the following pathological findings: disarrangement of the cell structure by a high number of hemosiderin loaded lysosomes; alterations in shape and in diameter of the nuclear pores; presence of apoptotic bodies scattered among the parenchymal cells; deposition of collagen fibers in the space of Disse to form a perihepatocytic dam; enlargement of the sinusoidal endothelial cell fenestrae of the sieve plate. By complete digestion of liver cells, we evidenced a diffuse pericellular fibrosis, made up of interlacing fibrils. Our study evidences some not yet reported morphological lesions in BT. Since patients affected by BTI do not need blood transfusions, these lesions could be considered intrinsic of the disease.